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“However, the conclusions consumers can draw from 
their analytical efforts are restricted by the form in 
which they receive price and consumption data and 
their limited analytic capabilities.” 

     (Kempton & Layne, 1994) 
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“Or, consider groceries in a hypothetical store totally 
without price markings, billed via a monthly statement 
like ‘US$527 for 2362 food units in April’. How could 
grocery shoppers economize under such a billing 
regime? Prior qualitative research has shown that 
energy consumers encounter precisely theses types of 
data analysis and evaluation problems.”  

     (Kempton & Layne, 1994) 
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‘An IHD [in-home display] shall be designed to enable 
the information displayed on it to be easily accessed 
and presented in a form that is clear and easy to 
understand (…)’ 
       (SMETS, DECC 2012)  
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British Gas smart energy monitor 
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Field  study	
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(4) Mains RMS voltage.

All four columns record real numbers (not integers). The first column has one decimal place of
precision; the other columns have two decimal places of precision. The 1 s data is in a CSV file called
mains.dat in directories house_1, house_2 and house_5.

16 kHz data
The 16 kHz data is compressed using the Free Lossless Audio Codec (FLAC)34. For houses 1, 2, and 5
UK-DALE records a stereo 16 kHz audio file of the whole-house current and voltage waveforms. The files
are labelled vi-oT>.flac where T is a real number recording the UNIX timestamp with micro-
second precision (using an underscore as the decimal place). This timestamp is the time at which the
audio file began recording. The recordings are split into hour-sized chunks. We also include a
calibration.dat file for each house. This is a text file specifying the multipliers required to convert
the raw output of the analogue to digital converter to amps and volts.

To make use of the FLAC files (for processing in, for example, MATLAB or Python), first decompress
the files to create WAV files. This decompression can be done with many audio tools. We use the audio
tool sox33.

With the WAV files in hand, the next task is to convert from the values in the WAV files (in the range
[− 1,1]) to volts and amps. Use the calibration.cfg file for the house in question. This file
specifies an amps_per_adc_step parameter and a volts_per_adc_step parameter. Users
can safely ignore the phase_difference parameter and assume that the measurement hardware
introduces no significant phase shift. Use the following formula to calculate volts from the WAV files:

volts ¼ value from WAV ´ volts per ADC step ´ 231 ADC steps

Use a similar formula for amps. To explain the formula above: The recording software stores each sample
as a 32 bit integer. Hence there are 232 ADC steps for the full range from [ − 1,1] and 231 ADC steps for
half the range.

Technical Validation
Table 1 summarises the UK-DALE dataset. The table includes some metadata (which is also recorded in
the machine-readable metadata supplied with the dataset) including the type of building, the year of
construction, the main heat source, whether the property is bought or rented, the number of occupants, a
description of the occupants, the total number of meters, the number of site meters, the sample rate of the
mains meters and the start and end dates for the recordings. The table also includes summary statistics
calculated using the open source energy disaggregation tool NILMTK38: the average mains energy
consumed per day, the correlation of the mains meter with the sum of all submeters, the proportion of
energy submetered, and the dropout rate. The values for the average energy consumption per day are

Figure 2. Power demand for a typical day (Sunday 2014-12-07) in House 1. The thin grey line shows the mains
(whole-house) active power demand recorded using our sound card power meter. The stacked and filled
coloured blocks show the power demand for the top five appliances (by energy consumption) and the dark blue
block shows all the other submeters summed together. The thin white gap between the top of the coloured
blocks and the mains plot line represents the power demand not captured by any submeter.

www.nature.com/sdata/

SCIENTIFIC DATA | 2:150007 | DOI: 10.1038/sdata.2015.7 9
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An example of 16 kHz data captured by our sound card power meter is shown in Fig. 4 panel ‘a’. Note
that the voltage is almost a pure 50 Hz sine wave but the current contains many harmonics.

The distribution of values for the mains power demand for each house is shown in Fig. 4 panel ‘b’. The
left-most edge of each density represents the ‘vampire power’ of each house (i.e. the power demand when
no one is using an appliance but power is still being drawn by always-on appliances and appliances in
standby mode).

Figure 5 panel ‘a’ shows the hour per day that several appliances are used. For example, the oven
shows two peaks in usage: one around midday (lunch) and one around 18:00 (dinner).

Figure 5. Electrical appliance usage in House 1. (a) Histograms of daily appliance usage patterns. (b) shows
average daily energy consumption of the top-five appliances in House 1. All appliances were ranked by the
amount of energy they consumed and the top-five are shown here. All lights were grouped together. The
‘remainder’ block at the bottom represents the difference between the total mains energy consumption and the
sum of the energy consumption of the top five appliances. As such, the top edge of the bar shows the average
daily total energy consumption for House 1.

Figure 6. Histograms of appliance power demand from House 1.

www.nature.com/sdata/

SCIENTIFIC DATA | 2:150007 | DOI: 10.1038/sdata.2015.7 11
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Thank  you	
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contact details: 

Melanie Herrmann  
melanie.herrmann.14@ucl.ac.uk 

https://uclic.ucl.ac.uk/people/melanie-
herrmann 

02031087070 
@Melanie_UCLIC 



Questions  &  Discussion	
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